The Cerrc Grande Prescribed Fire
The following are the findings and recommendations of the interagency Fire Investigation Team that
Secretary Babbitt formed to examine the events and circumstances of the May 4 prescribed fire at
Bandelier National Monument that went out of control, forcing the evacuation of the towns of Los
Alamos and White Rock, and eventually burning more than 47,000 acres, destroying hundreds of
homes, and causing extensive damage to private, American Indian, and government land and property.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Findings and recommendations are presented below to answer the questions asked of the Fire Investigative Team in
the delegation of authority. Findings and recommendations cover planning, implementation, and qualifications.
reviewed by all adjacent land and/or fire managers and concurred by signature. If not
concurred, then the project must be modified such that the maximum manageable
1. Was the prescribed fire plan adequate given the complexity, objectives, area (the area that could be burned in prescription) excludes such other property or
and environmental conditions, and did it comply with guidance set forth in jurisdictions.
Director's Orders-18 and Reference Manual-18, which are NPS documents Finding I: The prescribed fire plan amendment prepared the day of the burn did not
for policy and direction on fire management?
consider the full consequences of the changes
and actions necessary for successful compleThe investigation has found that the prescribed
tion and coordination of the prescribed fire.
fire plan was not adequate.
Recommendation: Any amendment must go
Finding A: The complexity rating process
through the same review, approval, and notifin Independent Review Board appointed by Secretary Babbitt to
completed for the Upper Frijoles 1 and 5 (Cerro
cation process as the original plan.
examine the report of the Interagency Fire Investigation Team veriGrande) prescribed fire plan did not follow the
Finding J: The contingency plan inadequately
fied and validated the team's findings, which revealed several serious
National Park Service rating system. The range
identified actions needed to keep the presystematic failings in the National Park Service's use of prescribed burns
of numeric ratings assigned by Bandelier, i.e.,
scribed fire within the prescribed parameters
in general and in the way this burn, in particular, was conducted. (See the
1.2,3, did not comply with the Worksheet
and necessary actions to be taken if it escaped.
board's Executive Summary, page 25.)
Numeric Rating Guide in RM-18. which has a
Recommendation: Agencies should jointly
numeric ratings range of 1,3,5 (USDI National
The review board concluded that, although the proper policies and prodevelop prescribed fire implementation policy
Park Service 1988b). This error in and of itself
cedures are in place, they are not being followed and administrators are
that requires Wildland Fire Situation Analysis
resulted in the prescribed fire being rated as
not giving attention and oversight to the prescribed fire program.
alternatives
for the lands adjacent to the prelow-moderate complexity (87) by Bandelier staff
Based on these conclusions and recommendations. Secretary Babbitt
scribed fire unit, and include the alternatives
rather than moderate-high (137) when the coradvised NPS Director Stanton on May 26 that the Park Service should iniin the contingency plan.
rect values were used. Recommendation:
tiate the appropriate administrative procedures to determine whether perAgencies must ensure that complexity rating
sonnel actions should be taken in regard to the way this prescribed burn
systems are used properly.
was conducted. Secretary Babbitt also has asked the National Academy for
2. Were the prescription, actions, and
Public Administration to conduct an independent, comprehensive review
Finding R: There are different prescribed fire
procedures set forth in the prescribed
of the implementation of prescribed burning policies by the Park Service
complexity rating systems being used by differfire plan followed?
ent agencies, and within the Southwest geoand to make recommendations for correcting these problems.
There were a number of critical deviations
graphic area there are no standard systems
In addition, the Secretary extended the moratorium on prescribed burns
from the prescription, actions, and procedures
among agencies. Recommendation: Agencies
within the Park Service indefinitely. While this moratorium is in effect,
set forth in the prescribed fire plan, as well as
should jointly develop and use interagency comprescribed burns may only be conducted by the Park Service in accordance
standard fire practices.
plexity rating standards for specific geographic
with the exemptions specified when Secretary Babbitt and Secretary
areas rather than agency-wide standards.
Glickman instituted the moratorium on May 12. For other federal agencies,
Finding A: The "Go-No Go" checklist was not
the secretaries decided to let the moratorium on prescribed burning west
Finding C: A number of the prescribed fire
completed
prior
to
the
burn.
of the 100th Meridian expire as scheduled on June 12. All federal agencies
complexity elements in the rating guide were
Recommendation: This critical checklist
except the Park Service will be allowed to resume their scheduled preconsistently underrated based on the investigamust be completed so the prescribed fire burn
scribed bums. However, Secretary Babbitt advised all other Interior
tion team review. This underrating coupled with
boss can make the appropriate decision to probureaus to carefully review their prescribed burn programs to ensure that
the apparent misuse of the system identified in
ceed or not proceed with the burn.
they are adequate and fully comply with required safety standards.
Finding A resulted in a significant misclassifiFinding R: Contingency resources were not
The secretaries also decided to reconvene the interagency workgroup
cation of the complexity. An analysis of where
ordered and placed on standby prior to implethat developed the Federal Wildland Fire Policy in 1995. The group will be
each complexity element was underrated is
mentation
of
the
prescribed
fire.
shown in Table 1. Recommendation:
asked to recommend additional improvements.
Recommendation: Contingency resources
Implement in the plan review process, a specifidentified in the plan should be ordered
ic checklist that indicates review of the comthrough nonnal wildland fire procedures to
plexity rating. Ensure that all prescribed fire planners and reviewers are trained in how ensure their availability.
to accurately use the complexity standards in the complexity rating system.
Finding C: On the early morning of May 5, USDA Forest Service contingency resources
Finding D: The prescribed fire plan was not substantively reviewed before it was were ordered and did not arrive until approximately 1100 hours. Lateness of arrival of
approved by the agency administrator (Superintendent). Recommendation: The pre- contingency resources influenced control of an isolated spot fire but did not effect the
scribed fire plan must be reviewed by the unit fire management officer and an appro- escape of the fire. Recommendation: Federal agencies must resolve the inconsistenpriate off-unit technically qualified reviewer.
cy regarding the use of contingency resources. Some believe contingency resources are
Finding E: The prescribed fire planner did not receive sufficient oversight, guidance, to keep prescribed fire within burn boundaries, while others believe that contingency
and support to prepare the prescribed fire plan. Recommendation: The Board of resources are only ordered when the prescribed fire escapes.
Review must consider accountability as discussed in the Federal Wildland Fire Finding D: Once the prescribed fire was declared a wildfire, wildland fire suppression
Management Policy and Program Review to determine appropriate actions with respect tactics were used that were not in accordance with the Wildland Fire Situation Analysis.
to this prescribed fire (USDA Forest Service and DOI 1995, page 30).
This resulted in additional fire being introduced into the unit, which ultimately proFinding F: The prescribed fire plan prescription was inadequate for all phases of the duced the source of spotting and escape when high winds developed on Sunday, May 7.
burn due to wide elevation variations, varying aspects, and different fuel types. The Recommendation: Fire operations must not deviate from the strategies and tactics
prescription necessary to meet objectives at the upper elevations would cause unac- identified in the current Wildland Fire Situation Analysis.
ceptable resource damage on the lower elevation of the burn unit. Recommendation: Finding E: Numerous safety violations occurred, i.e., unanchored fireline, unheeded
Agencies should ensure that within landscape scale projects there are separate and dis- work rest guidelines, aviation SAFECOM, lack of identified escape routes and others.
tinct prescriptions for each fuel model.
Recommendation: Firefighter and public safety is the highest management considFinding G: The prescribed fire plan prescription projected flame lengths in excess of eration. The Board of Review must consider the safety policy discussed in the Federal
the limits set in the Bandelier NM Fire Management Plan. Recommendation: Wildland Fire Management Policy and Program Review to determine appropriate
Prescribed fire plans must be consistent with fire management plans.
actions (USDA Forest Service and DOI 1995, page 20).
Finding H: Bandelier National Monument personnel did not receive or solicit com- Finding G: There are a significant number of other issues with regard to coordination
ments from all cooperating agencies in the planning process. After the incident, coop- and use of National Weather Service forecasting in the implementation in the preerating agencies expressed concern about the decision to ignite the prescribed fire. scribed fire. These issues and recommendations are identified below:
Recommendation: The Federal Wildland Fire Management Policy and Review
Issue 1: Moderate drought existed in northern New Mexico and surrounding regions
requires coordination (USDA Forest Service and DOI 1995, Guiding Principles). To
in the spring of 2000, having built since the fall of 1999. NPS did not adequately
strengthen the existing policy we recommend that each prescribed fire plan be
account for the effects of this drought in planning or implementing the Cerro Grande
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prescribed fire. Recommendation: Effects of long-term drought must be factored The communications that did happen on May 4, however, did not adequately reflect the
into prescribed fire planning and implementation.
complexity and full nature of the prescribed fire about to be undertaken.
Issue 2: Light precipitation fell at the burn site on April 29 thru May 1. However, the Recommendation: Appropriate pre-notification and communication with adjacent
prevailing warm, dry pattern under a ridge of high pressure aloft returned on May 2. land owners, interested and concerned parties, and other agencies should be underRecommendation: None
taken as specified in the Wildland and Prescribed Fire Management Policy
Issue 3 : The NPS followed policy in asking for, receiving, and making use of a site- Implementation Procedures Reference Guide (USDA Forest Service and DOI 1998, page
specific (spot) weather forecast from the National Weather Service Forecast Office in 69).
Albuquerque for the Cerro Grande Prescribed Fire. Recommendation: Continue
policy of requiring spot forecast for all site-specific applications (consistent with the
recommendation under Finding D).
3. Were prescribed fire training and experience of personnel involved comIssue 4 : On the night of May 4 and the morning of May 5, the Haines Index, which mensurate with agency qualification standards?
is a measure of atmospheric stability and dryness and indicates the potential for large
fire growth, did not contribute to the escape of the Cerro Grande Prescribed Fire. All personnel met existing National Wildfire Coordinating Group standards.
Recommendation: Wildland fire management agencies need to jointly review the Finding A: The technical and operational experience of the burn boss was not adeusefulness of the Haines Index.
quate to plan and conduct the prescribed burn given its true complexity.
Issue 5: Onsite weather observations provided by the NPS for the Cerro Grande Recommendation: Unit managers will review individual wildland fire qualifications
Prescribed Fire on May 4 and 5 were generally well covered in the spot forecast pro- to ensure that technical and operational skills and experience are commensurate with
vided by the National Weather Service. Recommendation: Continue to utilize the fuel and project complexity.
onsite weather observations during wildland and prescribed fires to validate and Finding R: Personnel implementing this prescribed fire met established National
improve weather forecasting capabilities.
Wildfire Coordinating Group standard for tasks performed on the fire.
Issue 6: The 11-mph wind gust that occurred during the late evening hours of May Recommendation: None
, 4th was at ridge-top level and was within forecast ridge-top wind speeds provided by
the National Weather Service. Recommendation: None
Issue 7: The standards for wind speed measurements used in National Fire Danger
On May 4, 2000, Bandelier National Monument fire management personnel ignited a
Rating System (NFDRS) fire weather observations are: 1) the anemometer height is 20
prescribed
burn, Upper Frijoles 1&5, which has become known as the Cerro Grande
feet above the surface, or 20 feet above the vegetative cover, and 2) the standard
observation time is 10 minutes. These standards often cause confusion among fire Prescribed Fire, near the summit of Cerro Grande. This prescribed fire was based upon
personnel, who don't measure 10 minute or 20-foot winds. Recommendation: a flawed plan and required fire management policies were not followed.
This fire progressed without problems until on May 5 at approximately 1300 hours
Standardize all non-NFDRS observed and forecast winds to the 20-foot level and twowhen slopover and spotting resulted in the burn
minute average. We suggest that a study be
boss declaring it a wildfire. The wildfire was
undertaken to evaluate the use of two-minute
managed by a Type 3 Incident Management
winds in NFDRS.
team and staffed by local firefighters until May
Issue 8: The NWS Albuquerque practices
7. Around noon, stronger than forecasted gusts
regarding Fire Weather Watches and Red Flag
of wind of up to 50 miles per hour caused the
Warnings may have caused some confusion.
fire activity to increase dramatically. The winds
Some Fire Weather Watches and Red Flag
he Independent Review Board concluded that the findings and recomcontinued to intensify, the fire developed
Warnings did not specify affected areas,
mendations contained in the Cerro Grande Prescribed Fire
numerous spotfires, and triggered a crown fire.
cause, and valid period. Recommendation:
Investigation Report are logical, valid conclusions—with tire exception
This in turn resulted in extreme fire intensity
All fire weather forecast offices should follow
of the recommendation under Finding F. The National Weather Service did
which fire crews could not attack. A Type I
policy and include this information on all Fire
comply with existing policies and working agreements in providing weather
Incident Management Team was ordered and
Weather Watches and Red Flag Warnings for
information, contrary to the conclusion drawn from Finding F of the section
upon arrival, after assessing the condition of the
every zone or grouping of zones forecast.
on Implementation. The board developed additional recommendations in
fire and the current management personnel,
Issue 9: Red Flag Warnings can remain in
six categories that support the findings of the Investigation Team:
assumed command.
effect for more than 24 hours for continuous
Based upon a review by the Investigation
All components of a prescribed fire plan must be followed to ensure that
wind events. Recommendation: Red Flag
Team's fire behavior specialists, it is possible
safety objectives are met. One individual should be designated with the sole
Warnings should remain in effect until the
that if sufficient contingency resources had
responsibility for safety oversight during burn implementation;
weather pattern causing the Red Flag condibeen at the burn site on May 5, these resources
Administrators
are
key
links
in
the
success
of
the
wildland
fire
managetions no longer exists.
may have been able to contain the "slop-over"
ment program. Their attitude and commitment to safety is critical. They
Issue 10: At times fire management personwithout
the need to convert the prescribed burn
must
set
the
tone
for
serious,
conscientious
implementation
of
all
componel did not have a current spot forecast
to a wildfire. If that had occurred, the prenents of a prescribed burn plan and ensure linkages to other overarching
because the burn boss at the incident had set
scribed fire would have progressed to the forest
plans and fire management policies;
up no regular schedule for spot forecasts.
fuels
where it is probable that the fire would
Substantial
and
continual
coordination
and
cooperation
must
occur
in
Recommendation: The prescribed fire plan
have slowed or stopped completely. Thus, the
planning and carrying out fire management activities;
needs to establish a regular schedule for
fuels would not have been preheated and dried
obtaining spot forecasts.
Fire management plans and prescribed fire plans should be developed
out and no ignition source would have existed to
Issue 11: After May 4, there was a decrease in
through an open collaborative process, affording opportunities for internal
initiate
the crown fire that resulted on May 7.
communications and feedback between the
and external review prior to approval; Complexity rating systems should be
Conclusions of the investigation are as folNPS fire management personnel and NWS
consistent across agencies, recognizing geographical differences. Fire manlows:
forecasters
in
Albuquerque.
agement personnel must be fully trained in the application of these systems;
The Board of Review needs to consider
Recommendation: Fire management perContingency resources need to be defined, identified, and their availabilaccountability as described in the Federal
sonnel and fire weather forecasters need to be
ity assured; their use also must be described during the contingency planWildland Fire Management Policy and Program
pro-active in establishing and maintaining
ning and plan implementation process. Contingency resource costs must be
Review
to determine appropriate actions to
adequate communications throughout an
included in the project cost;
address the overall findings of this report (USDA
incident. The prescribed fire plan needs to
The National Wildfire Coordinating Group's Fire Weather Working Team
Forest Service and USDI 1995, page 30).
include this requirement.
should review weather needs of wildland fire managers and the capabilities
This incident critically demonstrates the need
Issue 12: The Incident Action Plan (IAP) for
of the National Weather Service to ensure that necessary weather informato
continue to provide for firefighter and public
Sunday, May 7 did not include a weather foretion is available.
safety, and must be given the highest managecast for the day operational period.
The review board's summary emphasized that applying fire to the landment considerations when managing wildland
Recommendation: Incident Management
scape is an essential tool for good resource management and one of the
fire as outlined in the Federal Wildland Fire
Teams must ensure IAPs include a weather
most significant decisions resource managers make. To be successful, it
Management Policy and Program Review (USDA
forecast for the current operational period.
must be planned and carried out in an open, collaborative manner and
Forest Service and USDI 1995, page 20).
approached with the seriousness and attention this inherently dangerous
Finding H: Conditions adjacent to the preAll agencies must ensure that all administrasituation deserves. The full reports of the team and review board can be
scribed fire boundary were not given adequate
tors are actively involved and committed to the
found at vvwvv.doi.gov.
consideration with regard to fire behavior, fuel
fire management activities. Agency administraconditions, and public safety in the event the
tors must set the example and establish that
fire crossed the planned burn boundaries.
wildland and prescribed fire management are
Recommendation: Agencies should jointly develop prescribed fire implementation
critical and of highest importance.
policy that requires Wildland Fire Situation Analysis alternatives for the lands adjacent
Agencies must follow all policies set forth in the Federal Wildland Fire Management
to the prescribed fire unit, and include the alternatives in the contingency plan. (Same
Policy
and Program Review if we are to expect to continue using fire as a critically
as recommendation 1-J above.)
important management tool to restore natural conditions, maintain forest health, proFinding I: The current wildland fire situation in the Southwest was not given full con- vide wildlife habitat, reduce hazardous fuel buildup, protect watersheds, and improve
sideration when the prescribed fire was initiated. Recommendation: Before the deci- range condition.
sion is made to implement a prescribed fire, the geographic area preparedness level
Agencies must ensure that leaders and managers at all levels set the example in workmust be considered, and there must be appropriate coordination with the Geographic ing closely together in planning and implementing fire management activities. Agencies
Area Coordination Center based on the preparedness level.
also must ensure that a component of their fire management program includes proacFinding J: The preparedness level coordination and allocation of resources for all tive communication and coordination with local communities and cooperators. The
wildland fire use is not adequately addressed in the Southwest Geographic Area consequences of not doing so are totally unacceptable.
The Federal Wildland Fire Management Policy was adopted by the Secretaries of
Mobilization Guide. Recommendation: Preparedness level coordination and allocation of resources for all wildland fire use should be addressed in the Southwest Interior and Agriculture on December 18, 1995. Federal agencies have not fully comGeographic Area Mobilization Guide, specifically strengthening the criteria for pre- pleted manuals, guidelines, and procedures to fully implement policy along interagency
lines. Federal agencies must jointly complete standardization of manuals and procescribed fire.
dures to assure consistency of plans and operations to promote cooperation and inteFinding K: Actions taken to notify cooperating agencies and interested parties of this grate fire activities across agency boundaries and provide leadership for cooperation
prescribed fire did occur within the time frame specified in the prescribed fire plan. with state and local fire management organizations.
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